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DVD-Based Event Recorder
4-channel camera input
Full-screen playback of any specified channel
Daytime / Nighttime dual recording modes
Automatic operation with the scheduling function
Panic recording for acute emergencies
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Digital Recorder with
Multiple Recording Channels

A Wide Range of Recording Options
Event Recording

Combining WT-300 and detectors makes event recording possible. This offers new ways
to record the critical moment.

Pre-Alarm Recording
WT-300 holds pictures in its buffer and
stores them on the DVD when an detector
trriggers recording. While conventional
time-lapse recorders often miss these
critical moments, WT-300 catches all the
details: recording as many as 30 pictures
prior to the alarm.

Maximum recording capacity, PAL(NTSC)
• High resolution: Approx. 54,000(61,000) frames
• Standard resolution: Approx. 69,000(80,000) frames

Select each channel's recording
method individually.

Alarm Recording

Multi-Angle Recording

When a detector triggers recording, WT-300
records precisely the amount of pictures
necessary for your application. Whether you
need one or two pictures of a customer
entering a door or using an ATM, or 100
pictures of an employee in a stock room,
WT-300 delivers only the pictures you need.

A signal from any detector triggers all
preset cameras to record in sequence.
This feature can record an object from
multiple angles for clear identification. It's
perfect for insuring positive ID of a suspect
or for maximizing recording coverage of an
important event.

(Max. rec. rate 6 frames/sec, Max. 30)

ALL IN ONE

WT-300 does not need any Switchers or Multiplexers.

4 camera channels

Up to 4 sensors may be connected to activate camera viewing
and/or recording.

System diagram
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5 seconds before the alarm
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Alarm

Constant Recording

Still images are recorded constantly at preset intervals, similar to a conventional timelapse video system.

Panic Recording

Panic recording supercedes all other recording. When a panic signal is received, pictures
from one or more channels are recorded at maximum speed (6 frames/sec.).

Timer Recording

Recording automatically begins and ends at a set time using a preset times. Flexible
scheduling options make it easy to automatically adjust your recording preferences.

Ch.1
Ch.2
Ch.2

Alarm signal On/Off

Control Recording Functions

Eliminate unnecessary recording time for
easier picture storage and review.

Ch.3
Ch.3
Alarm signal

Ch.4

Camera signal

Daytime & Nighttime Recording Modes
*Peripheral equipment may require separate power source.

C/P

Security company

Multiple-channel recording WT-300 records and reproduces high quality images
without the use of expensive multiplexers.
& playback function
• High-quality full-screen shots
• 4-channel duplex recording
• Continuous full-screen playback of a

Conventional QUAD recorders create images in 1/4 size. Even
when magnified to a full-screen size, these images are hard to
recognize and have too little detail to be useful. WT-300 takes full
advantage of digital technology and provides full-screen playback
with high image quality.

QUAD recorder

WT-300

WT-300 has a full featured index search engine. This allows you to quickly sort pictures according to important clues, such as the
alarm, constant and panic, channel or time & date.

Cameras with Built-in Detectors

Lights up and
takes shots
simultaneously

(DVD-RAM)

100,000 overwrites cause no
deterioration in image quality.
quality

Mon

WT-300

Portability

Time-lapse video
The easiest and most cost effective way
to transfer large amounts of data; no
network required.
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Day
mode
From 13:00
to 8:00

From 18:00 to 8:00

Night
mode

Fri
From 8:00
to 13:00

From 8:00 to 18:00

Cameras with High-Performance
Motion Detectors

Take full advantages of digital.

Durability

Thru mode button
Daytime recording mode button
Nighttime recording mode button
Timer recording mode button

Night
mode

Quick Searching

Record, Playback & Store
using high image quality.

Schedules for Automatic Operations
WT-300's scheduling features lets you have the full benefit of
Daytime & Nighttime recording modes automatically. With weekly
schedules and 20 holiday settings, WT-300 can easily eliminate
wasted recording.

specified channel

Any of the 4 channels may be chosen for continuous
full-screen playback by pressing the corresponding
channel selection button

After assigning unique recording profiles to the Day and Nighttime
Record Buttons, recording functions can be changed with the touch
of a button. It's an easy way to change cameras from constant
recording to event recording, to switch to pre-alarm or to increase the
recording duration for each event.

Night
mode

Sat

Sun

For 24 hours

Night
mode

Night
mode

Night
mode

Cameras with built-in detectors
make event recording more effective.

Optex, the sensor specialist has combined high reliability detection with high
performance event recording. Hybrid cameras from Optex offer
synchronized detection area and camera angles, single unit construction for
easier installation, and superior aesthetics. They are the ideal method to
ensure that you capture the moment.

Adjustable
camera angle

Stylish design that
matches with any
interiors

Outdoor

Indoor

DCL-300 Series

DC-300 Series

DC-20 Series

Camera with
detector and light

Camera with detector

Camera with detector

